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REVIEWERS ARE SAYING:   "Think 'American Pie' meets 'The Hangover'. A clever, raunchy story

that'll lead you into a tailspin of sex, booze, and football."   "Holy mother is it funny... and no, it's not

without a lot of heart; the type of heart you can only find in places like Buffalo, NY in the dead of

winter... after four consecutive Super Bowl losses."   "[Fellow] ladies, this is a must read if you want

a glimpse inside the minds of men. Enlightening, jaw-dropping, and hilarious!"   "Shameless,

laugh-out-loud funny! Tucker Max type of escapades wrapped up in a plot with more

twists-and-turns than a pole dancer!"  OVERVIEW: Shortly after Robert's "summer romance" with

Jennifer began, a college buddy of his returned to Buffalo for a visit. The two friends had a night out

that the police report described as, "Beyond insane, even for knuckleheads that inebriated." Since

then, Jenniferâ€™s leash around Robertâ€™s neck just kept getting shorter and shorter.  Now it's

mid-December, and Robert's same friend is planning an even bigger road trip back to frigid Buffalo.

He envisions a weekend overflowing with beer and girls, that climaxes with the Bills squishing their

rival Dolphins to get into the playoffs. But if Jennifer discovers the plans, there's no telling what

she'll do. Will drunken chaos spin out of control again? What unexpected trouble is flying up from

Miami? When relationships, friendships, and enemies collide, can anything survive? And where did

the midget strippers come from?! Nothing can prepare this incompatible cast of characters for this

wild winter weekend.
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Dave Lundy was born a devious prankster, raised in upstate New York, and voted "Class Clown" in



high school. After graduating college at UB and working in Buffalo, he followed his girlfriend west to

Las Vegas (alas, she wasn't a stripper) and then on to California. When their cross-country fairytale

ended, he moved to San Francisco where he currently resides. While Dave's crazy adventures are

often the spark of his hilarious stories, it's his clever imagination that takes them over-the-top.

I love this book! I read it cover to cover during a couple of flights this week. I could not put it down.

The author does a great job creating hilarious dialogue as well as some steamy and inappropriately

funny sex scenes. I found myself chuckling along as I read the great story that unfolded.If you want

to learn a bit more about "The Buffalo" (seriously, the author inserts a lot of fun Buffalo facts into the

book), the pain that Bills fans dealt with in the 90's and how they survived through copious amounts

of booze, sex, and hijinks then get yourself this book. Be prepared to laugh.

Debauchery is right! Squish the Fish is a clever, RAUNCHY story that will lead you into a tailspin of

sex, booze, footballÃ¢Â€Â¦and more sex. Ladies - this is a must read if you want a glimpse into the

minds of men as you follow Bob and his friends through their crude escapades. These guys are

incredibly hilarious, and at times even charming (well, except for Zabka the Tool). Think American

Pie meets The Hangover, or a Sex and the City for Men :) Very funny and creative, and I loved all

the plot twists! Hoping there will be a sequel so we can read more about these boys and the trouble

they are stirring up in BuffaloÃ¢Â€Â¦ There's even a catchy Squish the Fish song on iTunes, so

check it out!

This book is quite simply one of the funniest things I've ever read. Yes, it's crass; yes, it's profane;

and yes, it can be a bit over-the-top, but holy mother is it funny....and no, it's not without a lot of

heart; the type of heart you can only find in places like Buffalo, NY, in the dead of winter....after four

consecutive Super Bowl losses.The characters are as demented as they are endearing, and, if

there is any justice in this world, will someday find themselves immortalized on a big screen

somewhere, not unlike 'Animal House's Blutarski, 'Fast Times' Spicoli, or 'The Hangover's Alan

Garner.If you're looking for something in league with Stern's 'Private Parts' or Artie Donovan's

'Fatso' in terms of funny, do yourself a favor and check this tome out; you will NOT be disappointed.

Hilarious read! Reminds me of many similar stories growing up college era in the 90's. Dave did a

great job with character development, putting you 'there' as if you were one of the crew, and running

the crazy weekend alongside that they all ensued. Strongly recommend the read to anyone who



wants to go back in time, or, can relate this funny and adventurous roller coaster ride to today's

adventures as well! Lots of Buffalo / Western NY reference, and an absolute must read for anyone

who is a BILLS fan or hails from the area and can surely relate. That said, it appeals to the masses

outside Buffalo area as well as the stories and adventures can be related to most college year

"debauchery" outings to one degree or the other with the fellas! This character "Zabka" too, what a

piece of work!! Everyone can relate to a Zabka.

More a Tale of Debauchery than Dating, although a Tale of Dysfunctional Relationships and

Debauchery might work but that's way too long. You don't have to be from Buffalo, but you do have

to appreciate juvenile low brow humor. The off beat word play is quite funny. I will never look at

dumplings and metronomes the same way again. Not that I really look at them much anyway.

Totally entertaining. Could there be movie in this? Or possibly a sequel; even squishier and fishier!

Nice going Dave.

If you want to bust a gut laughing, read this book. A tale of dating, love and sex, but mostly, a tale of

4 friends having a good, hard partying weekend, trying to find tickets to their beloved Buffalo Bills

vs. the Miami Dolphins game, hence the title "Squish the Fish". Full of ups and downs with a great

plot. The last quarter, you feel like you are right there with them. Characters are true to life and very

likable.Dave Lundy's novel really made me laugh, very few books do... every time I would laugh, my

wife would ask me what I was laughing at and I'd tell her and she'd laugh too. I look forward to his

next book.If you like to laugh and be entertained at the same time, come join the party and buy this

book. See ya at the bar, I'll buy the first round!

Full Disclosure: the author is a friend of mine. If you knew him and his sense of humor you wouldn't

hesitate to check out this book! It's hilarious as expected while keeping you guessing at how the

story will end. Fun read!

Yes, there is enough debauchery and graphic descriptions of sexual acts in the rust belt of Buffalo

(some not legal in the wilds of Tanzania or Utah) to make a normal man blanch, unless you're Peter

North who would consider these acts another day at the office. However, a true connoisseur of fine

literature can appreciate the allegories involving our nation's founders, equine majesty and wonders

of flight. Look for the themes that tomes such as A Tale of Two Cities (with the setting, Buffalo, and

its protagonists as Gaspard to the Miami crew's Marquis St. Evremonde) and The Shipping News



deftly explore (or, if you prefer, How to Make Love Like a Porn Star).I recommend reading this with

a fine Bordeaux. Or perhaps some Goldschlagger and Clamato.If you're interested in reading more

about upstate New York shenanigans, check out Exiles on Front Street. It's a good read. Not as

good as this but still.
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